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An error was made in using the Butz-Cowan rules to generate the expressions for V(x, s) used
in Appendix A. Eqs. A2-A4 should read
A2 = A.(cosh yL3 sinh yL4 + sinh yL3 cosh yL4) + Ab cosh yL3 cosh yL4
A. = cosh 'yL0 sinh yL, + sinh yL2 cosh yLo cosh -yLl cosh yL2
+ sinh yLo sinh yLl cosh yL2
Ab = sinh yLo cosh yL1 cosh yL2 + sinh yLo sinh yLl sinh yL2
+ cosh yLo cosh yL1 sinh yL2.
(A2)
(A3)
(A4)
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Eq. A62 should read
A6 = cosh y4 cosh yLl cosh TL2 sinh yL3
+ cosh
-yLo cosh yLl sinh yL2 cosh 'yL3
+ cosh yLo sinh yL, cosh yL2 cosh 'yL3
+ sinh yLo cosh yL, cosh yL2 cosh -yL3. (A62)
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Eq. A72 should read
A7 = sinh y(Lo - D) cosh yL, cosh yL2 sinh yL3
+ sinh y(Lo - D) cosh yL1 sinh TL2 cosh yL3
+ sinh y(Lo - D) sinh yL1 cosh yL2 cosh yL3
+ cosh y(Lo - D) cosh yLl cosh -yL2 cosh yL3. (A72)
Unfortunately, as a result of these mistakes, many of the specific expressions for F(G, s),
f(G, t), and in some cases, A(D, s) and a(D, t) in Appendix A are incorrect. The above
corrections will allow a correct derivation to be made of all the specific expressions. A
corrected list of the expressions is available from the author for interested readers. None of the
conclusions reached in the article were affected by the errors.
